Bad Girls Perfume: Tips & Tales
Synopsis

YOU know who you are, Bad Girl. You saw your name on the cover of this book and thought, “Hey, that’s me.” But perfume? What does perfume have to do with Bad Girls? Everything. Perfume is made for Bad Girls because perfume is secret code for power. The savviest Bad Girls in history have been using the power of perfume to achieve their infamous ends since the beginning of time. Eve, Cleopatra, Catherine de Medici, Scarlet O’Hara, and pop star Madonna are obvious examples. But there are many more that you might not suspect, such as Florence Nightingale, Hermione Granger, and even The Little Mermaid. If they could do it, why can’t you? Bad Girls Perfumes Tips and Tales reveals their best-kept secrets to inspire you to create your own Bad Girl perfume experiences, and ultimately write the next most important chapter in the fabulous history of Bad Girls Perfume—your own.
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Customer Reviews

Loved the book by my good friend who I grew up with. She did a great job of exposing all the delish fragrances out there and the "Bad Girls" who wear or wore them. It’s a time capsule of wonderful ingredients used in amazing perfumes over the centuries and in the back of the book definitions helpful in navigating thru the book. Kudos to you, Sarah for great insight into the parfum world!!

A girl and her perfume. Not as simple as it appears. It's a very serious theme and really strategic! Sarah Colton, an American Girl who move to Paris for passion, let you discover different joyful "Bad Girls" and let you imagine, but most importantly, learn, which fragrances the HAVE to
dress. A perfumed travel along fascinating female stories discovering the hidden weapons a Bad Girl wisely use including one of the most important: humor. In last chapter the author wrote: "From the Garden of Eden to the End of the World, we and our Bad Girls Perfume have definitely covered the Territory. I can surely confirm it and I can grant you that Sarah’s know-how and experience in the land of Art of Perfume will let you discover a wonderful and magic world!

What a delightful and informative introduction to the history of perfume as well as a guide to contemporary fragrances! Filled with interesting anecdotes about fragrances dating from the 14th century "Eau de la Reine de Hongrie" to Grace Kelly’s preference, "Gin Fizz," this book reminded me of the mysterious powers of smell and enticed me to try a few new fragrances myself.

Funny, serious, and educational, Bad Girls Perfume is about Bad Girls seduction strategies and how to use the power of perfume to carry them out. A must read for all women, and the men who are trying to figure them out.

Bad Girls Perfume is hilarious, fast, sassy and thought provoking. What a fun way to learn about perfume. Now I'm trying to decide which kind of perfume is best for me. Going perfume shopping right away.

A very entertaining look at personalities and perfume. A fascinating read for anyone interested in the power of "scents and sensibilities". Fun and informative... take it with you on your next trip to Paris.

Very entertaining, and packed full of interesting facts on the history of perfume. This Bad Girl likes surprise the man in her life, after 15 years, by switching up my perfume - I love when he notices!
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